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Abstract

We introduce a non-uniform subdivision algorithm that partitions the neighborhood of an
extraordinary point in the ratioσ : 1 − σ, whereσ ∈ (0, 1). We callσ the speedof the
non-uniform subdivision and verifyC1 continuity of the limit surface. Forσ = 1/2, the
Catmull-Clark limit surface is recovered. Other speeds are useful to varythe relative width
of the polynomial spline rings generated from extraordinary nodes.
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Fig. 1. (left) Input with gap and (right three columns) fillings with (top) one, respectively
(bottom) two adjustable speed subdivision steps.
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1 Introduction

To be able to control and adjust, possibly repeatedly, the relative width of the poly-
nomial surface rings generated by a Catmull-Clark-like subdivision algorithm (see
Figure 1), we derive rules for a new class of non-uniform surface subdivision al-
gorithms. The resulting family of algorithms has properties akin to Catmull-Clark
subdivision and can in particular generate the limit surface of Catmull-Clark sub-
division. Figure 8 shows an application where fast filling ofan-sided surface hole
is advantageous. In general, the fill speed must depend on theapplication since the
surface quality deteriorates for more rapid fills. We have also used the characteristic
rings of adjustable speed subdivision as concentric tessellation map ofguided sub-
division surfaces [KP07b], where the speed controls theparameterizationrather
than the shape (see Figure 9). The theory is advanced by the paper in that it ex-
plores a non-traditional approach that allows analyzing the resulting non-uniform
subdivision surface. Figure 2 illustrates adjustable speed subdivision in one vari-
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Fig. 2. Univariatelocalized subdivision near a (central) point, (left) in the standard setting
and (right) adjustable speed subdivision (local truncated geometric progression per half
space) with speedσ = 2/3. (top two) control point refinement, (bottom) knot spacing.

able. Instead of subdividing uniformly, welocally subdivide in a ratioσ : σ̄ where
σ ∈ (0, 1) and σ̄ := 1 − σ. We callσ the speedof the non-uniform subdivision.
Since splines are invariant when scaling all knots uniformly or when translating the
knot sequence, only the knot spacing is in the following of interest.
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Fig. 3. Bivariate adjustable speed subdivision. (left)(bottom) Geometrically increasing
knot spacings = {σ̄, σ, σ2

σ̄
} tensored (top) for adjustable speed subdivision. (right) Con-

sistent knot spacings around an extraordinary node of valencen = 5. The corresponding
surface is a sequence ofC2-connected surface rings of degree bi-3.

Tensoring this subdivision, as shown in Figure 3, we obtain an adjustable speed
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subdivision that is well-defined except near vertices withn 6= 4 neighbors. Adding
rules for these extraordinary cases, we obtain a family of subdivision algorithms
generating a sequence of polynomial surface rings of degreebi-3 with contraction
speedσ ∈ (0, 1). After reviewing the related literature, we derive the rules for
adjustable speed subdivision in Section 2. In Section 3, we verify properties of
adjustable speed subdivision and in Section 4, we discuss some applications.

1.1 Prior Work

With few exceptions, polynomial subdivision surface algorithms generalize uni-
form (box-)spline subdivision [BHR93]. In theunivariatecase, standard B-spline
knot insertion yields a stable, localnon-uniformrefinement of the control poly-
gon, one knot at a time. As an alternative to the Oslo algorithm [CLR80], re-
cently new factorizations of non-uniform B-spline subdivision have been proposed
[CDS07,CDS08,SG08]. Earlier, Goldman and Warren [GW93] extended uniform
subdivision of curves to knot intervals in geometric progression. Knot intervals of
adjustable speed subdivision also have geometric progression, but since the neigh-
borhood of an extraordinary node is combinatorially different, we cannot directly
apply the rules in [GW93] even in the univariate case. When the univariate refine-
ment is tensored and applied to tensor-product splines, theknot intervals must be
carried over to parallel iso-curves. In practice, knots areinserted to obtain a least
superset of the iso-knot intervals. By contrast, Non-uniform Recursive Subdivision
Surfaces, proposed by Sederberg et al. [SZSS98], allow freely assigning knot in-
tervals to every edge of the control net. To enable an analysis of this approach,
[SZBN03] restricts this freedom by requiring that opposing edges of each four-
sided face have identical knot intervals. In either case, subdivision in the regular
part surrounding an extraordinary node halves each knot interval. The feature-filled
ESubs approach of Mueller [MRF06] allows analyzing extraordinary neighbor-
hoods by switching to Catmull-Clark subdivision rules near extraordinary nodes.
No such switch to uniform subdivision is necessary to fully analyze adjustable
speed subdivision.

2 An adjustable speed subdivision

Since our knot spacing will be non-uniform, we can not hope tobuild on box-spline
subdivision which is inherently uniform; and since the structure at the central point
differs from that of the tensor-product mesh, we cannot justinsert a knot to addσ̄

2

σ

as an additional knot interval. Instead, we derive the rulesby prolongation, namely
surface ring extension in BB (Bernstein-Bézier) form. This is illustrated in Figure 4
and explained below. We use two different indexing strategies for input and output.
The indexing of the inputp is natural for representing patches of the surface ring.
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Fig. 4.Combinatorics and Indexing for deriving the subdivision rules. One sector of the
input netp is converted to the output netp̃ via the Bernstein-B́ezier (BB-)representationb.
The knot spacings associated withp andp̃ are in geometric progression.

The indexing of the output̃p is commonly used to analyze subdivision.

Derivation of the Subdivision Rules(2)
Input: A net p (Figure 4,left), whose pointspij are coefficients of a bi-3 spline
with a non-uniform knot spacing{s} according to Figure 3.
Output:The refined net̃p (Figure 4,right) representing coefficients of a bi-3 spline
with knot spacing{ σ̄2

σ
, s}.

Step[1] Convertp to bi-3 BB form(a).
Step[2] Extend(a) C2 inwards to yield coefficients(b).
Step[3] Subdivide(b) with ratioσ : σ̄ to yield (c).
Step[4] Revert(c) to p̃. The extraordinary node is defined by the stencil of Figure 5
,left, applied to the input netp with the choice

β :=
18σσ̄(σ2 + σ̄)

9 + (n − 4)(σ̄ + 1)2
, γ :=

9σ2σ̄2

9 + (n − 4)(σ̄ + 1)2
. (1)

Step [3] does not require knowledge of the missing upper right (central, corner) BB
control pointb33, shown in Figure 4(b). Only the first three layers of the refined
control net need to be derived. We call the collectionbij, 0 ≤ i, j ≤ 3, (i, j) 6=
(3, 3) a tensor-borderof depth 2.

Since Step [1] requires only enough data (position, first andsecond derivatives)
along the boundary, adjustable speed subdivision can be applied to any quad mesh
with extraordinary nodes separated by one regular node; if extraordinary nodes are
not separated, one Catmull-Clark step is applied.

Combinatorially, this refinement step mimics Catmull-Clark subdivision. The weights
β andγ are chosen within a range that yieldsC1 surfaces. The specific choice of
β andγ places the central limit point at the central limit point of Catmull-Clark
subdivision (see Section 3).
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With the labelsij of the input control pointspij and the labelsk of the refined
pointsp̃k as in Figure 4, Steps [1]–[4] define thesubdivision rules

p̃k =
∑

ij

wij
k pij. (2)

Due to the symmetry across thesector bisectrix, we havewij
6 = wji

4 , wij
3 = wji

3

andwij
7 = wji

7 . Due to the symmetry across thesector partitioning ray, we have
wi4

k = wi2
k , for k = 2, 5, 8. Since we construct a rotationally symmetric algorithm,

only one of then sectorsneeds to be considered. Then, withe1 := σ2 + σ̄, e2 :=
σ2 + 3σ̄, the relevant non-zerowij

k are given by (read:w23
2 := σ̄e1)

w :

k\ij 11 12 13 21 22 23 31 32 33

2
σσ̄

2

2
σ̄e1

σ
2

σ̄

2
σe1

3 σ̄2 σσ̄ σσ̄ σ2

4 σ̄4 σσ̄e2 σσ̄3 σ2e2

5
σσ̄

4

2
σ̄3e1

σ
2

σ̄e2

2
σe1e2

7 σ̄6 σσ̄3e2 σσ̄3e2 σ2e2

2

. (3)

For example, forσ = σ̄ = 1/2, as in Catmull-Clark subdivision,̃p3 = (p22 +p32 +
p23 + p33)/4 andp̃2 = (p22 + p32 + 6p23 + 6p33 + p24 + p34)/16 wherep24 and
p34 are two coefficients listed with the preceding sector; but unlike Catmull-Clark
subdivision,p̃4 = (7p22 + 7p32 + p21 + p31)/16, because of the geometric knot
progression. As usual, the ‘outer’ refined control points, corresponding to univariate
non-uniform refinement with symmetrywij

11+k = wji
11−k, k = 1, 2, and

w12

8 =
σσ̄

2
, w13

8 = e1, w
12

9 = σ̄, w13

9 = σ,w11

10 = σ̄3, w12

10 = σe2, w
11

11 = 1, (4)

need not be considered for the next subdivision step. The tensor-border BB coeffi-
cientsbij are obtained from the adjustable speed subdivision netprs as

bij :=
1

(1 + σ̄)2

∑

rs

w̄rs
ij p

rs,

where the nonzero entries̄wrs
ij are given in (5) unless they follow from bisectrix

symmetryw̄rs
ij = w̄sr

ji or sector symmetrȳw4s
3j = w̄2s

3j . With d1 := 1 + σ̄, d2 :=
5 − 4σ + σ2,

w̄ :

ij\rs 11 21 31 22 32 23 33

00 σ̄6d2

1
σσ̄4d1d2 σ2σ̄3d1 σ2σ̄2d2

2
σ3σ̄d2 σ4

10 2σ̄4d1 σσ̄3d1 2σσ̄2d2 σ2σ̄d2 2σ2σ̄ σ3

20 σ̄4d1 σ̄3d1 σσ̄2d2 σσ̄d2 σ2σ̄ σ2

30
1

2
σ̄4d1 σ̄3d1

1

2
σσ̄2d2 σσ̄d2

1

2
σ2σ̄ σ2

11 4σ̄2 2σσ̄ σ2

21 2σ̄2 2σ̄ σσ̄ σ
31 σ̄2 2σ̄ 1

2
σσ̄ σ

22 σ̄2 σ̄ 1

32
1

2
σ̄2 σ̄ 1

2
σ̄ 1

. (5)

The BB coefficients of Figure 4(c) defined bypij, together with the outer layer of
BB coefficients defined by the refined netp̃k form a bi-3 surface ring in BB form.
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Fig. 5. (left) Rule at the central point; hereα := 1 − β − γ. (right) Control net refined by
adjustable speed subdivision: the black points determine the subdivision matrix A; black
and grey points define a complete bi-3 surface ring.

One sector of this ring is shown in Figure 4(d) with the contribution drawn from
pij in black, and the contribution from̃pk in grey.

3 Analysis of adjustable speed subdivision

Indexing the input meshp in the same manner as̃p (see Figure 4), we analyze the
refinement

p7i+k → p̃7i+k := Ap7i+k, i = 0, . . . , n − 1, k = 1, . . . , 7. (6)

Replacing the extraordinary node byn copies as in [PR98], we obtain the7n × 7n
subdivision matrix with the familiar uniform block-circulant structure

A :=







A0 A1 ... An−1

An−1 A0 ... An−2

...
...

...
A1 ... An−1 A0





 , Ak ∈ R
7×7.

The discrete Fourier Transform diagonalizesA into blocks

Âj =
n−1
∑

k=0

ωjk
n Ak, j = 0, . . . , n − 1, ωi

n := exp
(2πi

√
−1

n

)

.

Theeigenvaluesof the0-th Fourier blockÂ0 are:1, σ̄3, σ̄4, σ̄5, σ̄6 and the roots of
quadratic equation

λ2 + (β + γ − 2 + 2σ(σ̄2 + 1))λ + σ̄2(σ̄2 − (β + γ)σ̄ + γσ) = 0 . (7)

The eigenvalues of thek-th Fourier block,Âk, k 6= 0, are0, σ̄3, σ̄4, σ̄5, σ̄6 and the
roots of quadratic equation

λ2 − σ̄(σ2(1 + cn,k) + 2σ̄)λ + σ̄4 = 0, cn,k := cos(
2πk

n
). (8)

We determine the central limit orextraordinary pointby calculating the left eigen-
vector to the eigenvalue1 [HKD93]. The stencil for computing the extraordinary
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point is structurally equivalent to that of Figure 5,left. We only need to replaceα,
β, γ by ᾰ := 1 − β̆ − γ̆, β̆, γ̆, where

β̆ :=
2σ̄(β + γ) + σβ

(σ2 + 3σ̄)β + (2σ̄2 + σ̄ + 1)γ + σ(σ2 + 2σ̄)
,

γ̆ :=
σ̄2(β + 2γ) + σγ

(σ2 + 3σ̄)β + (2σ̄2 + σ̄ + 1)γ + σ(σ2 + 2σ̄)
.

The appendix shows how a Catmull-Clark net{cij} is transformed (scaled) to a net
{pk} so that adjustable speed subdivision withσ = 1/2 andβ andγ defined by
(1) applied to{pk} yields the same surface as Catmull-Clark subdivision applied
to {cij}. (Of course one can apply adjustable speed subdivision to{cij}, but this
generally results in a different surface than Catmull-Clark subdivision.)

We verify that withc := cos(2π/n) thesubdominant eigenvalueis the root

λ :=
σ̄

2

(

(1 + c)σ2 + 2σ̄ + σ
√

(1 + c)((1 + c)σ2 + 4σ̄)
)

(9)

of the quadratic equation (8) fork = 1. The subsubdominant eigenvalueµ is also
a root of (8) but fork = 2. As with Catmull-Clark subdivision, the limit curvature
is generically unbounded sinceµ > λ2, and the limit surface is generically hy-
perbolic at the extraordinary point, the price typically paid for using simple mesh
refinement rules. For any speedσ ∈ (0, 1), thecharacteristic ringis a normalized
bi-3 symmetric scalableC2 map. Due to the rotational and bisectrix symmetry only
one half of one sector needs to be considered, Figure 6,left. With the normaliza-
tion b00 := (1, 0), tensor-borders from adjacent sectors areC2 connected if, with
c̄ := cos(π/n), s̄ := sin(π/n),

b10 := (2z1s̄ + z2c̄,−2z1c̄ + z2s̄), b20 := (z0c̄ + z1s̄, z0s̄ − z1c̄),

b30 := (z0c̄, z0s̄), b11 := (2
z4

s̄

, 0), b21 := (z3c̄ + z4s̄, z3s̄ − z4c̄),

b31 := (z3c̄, z3s̄),b22 := (z3s̄ − z4

c

2s̄

, 0), (10)

b32 := (c̄(z3

1 + c

2
− z4

cc̄

2s̄

), s̄(z3

1 + c

2
− z4

cc̄

2s̄

)).

The ring defined by the scalarszi listed in Appendix 4.2 and itsλ-scaled copy
areC2 connected.Regularity and injectivity of the characteristic ringhave been
checked numerically following [RP05], forn = 3, 5, 6, . . . , 20 andσ ∈ [1/10, 9/10]:
using the BB representation, we formed, for two of the three BB patches of a sector,
the differencesbi+1,j − bij, resp.bi,j+1 − bij and verified by interval arithmetic
that their coordinates have a sign pattern that implies regularity. Injectivity follows
from the monotonicity of the boundary coefficients of the patch.
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Fig. 6. Construction of onesector of the bi-3characteristic ring. (left) The tensor-border
{bij}. (middle) The tensor-border is subdivided with ratioσ : σ̄. (right) The bi-3 sector
construction is completed byλ{bi0} andλ{b0j}, the outermost layers of the tensor-border
scaled byλ.
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Fig. 7. A sector of the characteristic ring for different valences and speeds (see Appendix
4.2 for explicit formulas).

4 Discussion and Applications

Figure 7 illustrates how different choices ofσ affect the width of a sector of the
characteristic ring. Figure 1 already showed corresponding variations of the width
of surface rings. The surface smoothness deteriorates whenσ ≥ 3/4. This does
not surprise since, in the limit asσ → 1, we obtain the well-known construction
of a finitebi-3 capconsisting of the bi-3 tensor-border plus the central limitpoint.
However, applying two subdivision steps withσ = 3/4 followed by one step with
σ = 1 confines the area lacking smoothness so it is no longer easilydetectable
(Figure 8).

As e approaches1, Figure 10,bottom rightshows the curvature of surfaces gen-
erated by adjustable speed subdivision increasing with speed. Low speeds are not
typically better than standard speeds near 1/2: Figure 10,bottom left, shows five
steps of speedσ = 1

4
yielding roughly the same result as two steps of speed

σ = 1

2
. And, just as with Catmull-Clark subdivision, generically the curvature is

unbounded at extraordinary points. This unboundedness does not pose a problem
for using the characteristic ring as ct-map inC2 guided subdivision [KP07b] even
for high speeds (Figure 10,bottom middle, Figure 9). Here the unevenness of the
ct-map is counterbalanced by stably sampling the guide surface.
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blend with hole

Fig. 8.Application. Hole filling using aC0 bi-3 cap so that the lack of smoothness is not
easily visible because faster subdivision confines the problem to a minimal region. (left)
Blend with hole. (middle) Two steps of subdivision. (right) Highlight lines when filling the
remaining hole. (top) Regular speedσ = 1/2 exhibits the expected jump in the highlight
line (top, right). (bottom) High speedσ = 3/4 hides this fault by confining it to a smaller
region.

boundary data 2 guided surface rings

Bézier net Gauss curvature

boundary + 2 rings

Fig. 9. Two rings generated byguided surfacing [KP07b] using as ct-map the characteristic
ring of Figure 7 with speed 3/4. The guide stabilizes the shape, counterbalancing any strong
changes in parameterization.
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Appendix

4.1 Transformation from a Catmull-Clark net to an adjustable speed subdivision
net

To prove that adjustable speed subdivision can generate thesame limit surface
as Catmull-Clark subdivision, we cannot apply adjustable speed subdivision and
Catmull-Clark subdivision to the same input mesh since adjustable speed subdivi-
sion assumes that its input mesh is associated with knot spacing in geometric pro-
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gression. We derive the necessary transformation between the Catmull-Clark net
{cij} and the adjustable speed subdivision net{pk} (see Figure 4 for the indices) by
matching the BB representation of a Catmull-Clark net with the BBrepresentation
in Figure 4(b). Then

pk =
∑

ij

ẇij
k cij, (11)

where nonzero entrieṡwij
k are given below unless they follow from bisectrix sym-

metry or sector symmetry:

f1 := σ̄ − σ, f2 := σ̄ + 1, f3 := 2σ̄2 − 1, f4 := σ̄3 + σ̄2 − σ,

ẇ :

k\rs 11 13 21 31 22 32 23 33

1 1
2 f2 f1 \3σ̄

3 f2

2
f1f2 f2

1
\9σ̄2

4 f2 f1 2f2f4 2f1f4 f1f2f3 f2

1
f3 \18σ̄4

5 1 2f4 f1f3 \6σ̄3

7 f2

4
2f4 f1f3 4f2

4
2f1f3f4 f2

1
f2

3
\36σ̄6

. (12)

4.2 Definition of the characteristic ring

Here, we show all constants defining the characteristic ring(10). Representing a
single set of formulas for a whole family of algorithms in terms of the speedσ
must be more complex than those of a single instance such as Catmull-Clark. For
r = 0 . . . 4,

hr :=

∑

ij NUM [r][i][1][j]cj−1 + λ
∑

ij NUM [r][i][2][j]cj−1

∑

ij DEN [i][1][j]cj−1 + λ
∑

ij DEN [i][2][j]cj−1
,

z0 :=
h0

2c̄

, z1 := h1s̄ , z2 :=
h2

2c̄

, z3 :=
h3

2c̄

, z4 := h4s̄ , (13)

whereDEN , NUM [r],r = 0 . . . 4 (generated by the symbolic computing tool
Maple) are listed in the form

[seq([seq([seq(M[i][k][j],j=1..nops(M[i][k])],k=1..2)],i=1..15)]

DEN:=[
[[1440],[-1440]],
[[-11880,720],[7560,-1296]],
[[46200,-4584],[-19200,4656]],
[[-112470,13200, 276],[30750,-7296,-1260]],
[[191598,-22642,-1516],[-34188,5404,4360]],
[[-241515,25430,3698,18],[27501,-28,-7222,-312]],
[[232044,-19011,-5302,-66],[-16227,-3874,7300,748]],
[[-172353,8639,4963,93],[6981,3895,-4957,-854,-18]],
[[99258,-995,-3167,-63],[-2133,-1962,2379,562,12]],
[[-44007,-1807,1387,21],[438,509,-833,-228,-3]],
[[14748,1621,-405,-3],[-54,-31,212,54]],
[[-3612,-756,72],[3,-16,-36,-6]],
[[609,220,-6],[0,3,3]],
[[-63,-38],[0]],
[[3,3],[0]]]:

NUM[0]:=[
[[1440,888,24],[-1440,-888,-24]],
[[-11880,-6336,72],[7560,2880,-360]],
[[46200,21594,-632,22],[-19200,-3900,500,-64]],
[[-112470,-47121,1241,-52],[30750,1368,737,-145]],
[[191598,74190,-483,-24,3],[-34188,4026,-3014,432,-28]],
[[-241515,-89690,-2121,209,-9],[27501,-8424,4225,-382,-8]],
[[232044,86138,4914,-311,9],[-16227,8970,-3279,-24,45,-3]],
[[-172353,-66768,-5868,240,-3],[6981,-6370,1369,311,-45]],
[[99258,41831,4733,-108],[-2133,3201,-101,-281,18]],
[[-44007,-20949,-2787,27],[438,-1141,-214,126,-3]],
[[14748,8192,1229,-3],[-54,278,122,-30]],
[[-3612,-2407,-403],[3,-42,-30,3]],
[[609,499,94],[0, 3, 3]],
[[-63,-65,-14],[0]],
[[3,4,1],[0]]]:
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NUM[1]:=[
[[480,24],[-480,-24]],
[[-3960,12],[2520,-252]],
[[15400,-502,22],[-6400,868,-64]],
[[-37490,1518,-70],[10250,-761,-49]],
[[63866,-1931,42,3],[-11396,-1054,422,-28]],
[[-80505,479,116,-9],[9167,3535,-641,10]],
[[77348,2210,-248,9],[-5409,-4539,395,33,-3]],
[[-57451,-4051,219,-3],[2327,3502,-4,-42]],
[[33086,3926,-105],[-711,-1752,-149,18]],
[[-14669,-2556,27],[146,562,96,-3]],
[[4916,1190,-3],[-18,-106,-27]],
[[-1204,-400],[1,9,3]],
[[203,94],[0]],
[[-21,-14],[0]],
[[1,1],[0]]]:

NUM[2]:=[
[[1440,1104,48],[-1440,-1104,-48]],
[[-11880,-8208,24],[7560,4176,-504]],
[[46200,29316,-872,44],[-19200,-7896,1352,-128]],
[[-112470,-67158,2468,-140],[30750,9504,-1168,-98]],
[[191598,110574,-2960,102,6],[-34188,-7872,-744,676,-56]],
[[-241515,-138374,549,166,-18],[27501,4440,2885,-1050,20]],
[[232044,135427,3722,-403,18],[-16227,-1358,-3369,752,48,-6]],
[[-172353,-104991,-6721,375,-6],[6981,-283,2185,-199,-72]],
[[99258,64597,6662,-189],[-2133,640,-772,-88,33]],
[[-44007,-31310,-4500,51],[438,-412,67,87,-6]],
[[14748,11747,2185,-6],[-54,152,59,-27]],
[[-3612,-3304,-764],[3,-32,-24,3]],
[[609,658,185],[0,3, 3]],
[[-63,-83,-28],[0]],
[[3,5,2],[0]]]:

NUM[4]:=[
[[480,80],[-480,-80]],
[[-3960,-390,10],[2520,-66,-18]],
[[15400,790,-10],[-6400,842,-94]],
[[-37490,-914,-81,3],[10250,-1815,219,-16]],
[[63866,1003,248,-9],[-11396,1918,-92,-14]],
[[-80505,-1850,-326,9],[9167,-936,-234,48,-3]],
[[77348,3432,243,-3],[-5409,-170,404,-45]],
[[-57451,-4531,-108],[2327,582,-305,18]],
[[33086,4187,27],[-711,-415,129,-3]],
[[-14669,-2772,-3],[146,158,-30]],
[[4916,1326],[-18,-33,3]],
[[-1204,-452],[1,3]],
[[203,105],[0]],
[[-21,-15],[0]],
[[1,1],[0]]]:

NUM[3]:=[
[[960,856,88],[-960,-856,-88]],
[[-7920,-6462,-356,10],[5040,3414,-204,-18]],
[[30800,23352,532,-4],[-12800,-6822,952,-114]],
[[-74980,-53860,-334,-99,3],[20500,8756,-1467,173,-16]],
[[127732,88788,315,266,-9],[-22792,-7920,1006,10,-20]],
[[-161010,-110639,-1358,-332,9],[18334,5283,82,-324,48,-3]],
[[154696,107286,3216,243,-3],[-10818,-2669,-834,440,-45]],
[[-114902,-82039,-4477,-108],[4654,1041,846,-311,18]],
[[66172,49570,4181,27],[-1422,-317,-475,129,-3]],
[[-29338,-23483,-2772,-3],[292,74,164,-30]],
[[9832,8562,1326],[-36,-12,-33,3]],
[[-2408,-2324,-452],[2,1,3]],
[[406,443,105],[0]],
[[-42,-53,-15],[0]],
[[2,3,1],[0]]]:

σ = 1

4
σ = 1

2
σ = 3

4

σ = 7

8
σ = 1

4
(5 rings) σ = 3

4
(guided)

Fig. 10. Gauss curvature of two rings (exceptbottom left, five rings) generated by adjustable
speed subdivision (exceptbottom middle, where guided subdivision is applied) for the ex-
ample of Figure 1. The maximal curvatures are (top) 9.5, 27.5, 52, (bottom) 30, 46.5, 119.
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